BEDROOM

Transitional

timeless. ageless. iconic. first-class. archetypal. They all
mean “classic.” Trends are all well and good, but sometimes you crave
that which is enduring. You need to surround yourself with things that
you know will stand the test of time. That is why we created The Classic
Portfolio.
Have you ever asked yourself why some things never go out of
style? The little black dress, a red sports car, a great steak? The reason is
deceptively simple. When something is so perfect from the outset, there
is simply no room for improvement.
It is the same with furniture—some looks are so enduring, they have
not only stood the test of time, but influenced the styles that followed.
Fulfilling the call for clean, contemporary-styled designs,
Transitional bridges the sometimes masculine leanings of modern
furniture design by softening its appeal with a host of feminine touches
that make it a welcome addition to any décor.
Clean lines and a deceptively simple appearance are just the
beginning. Rich details abound, yet never detract from the streamlined
appeal. Drawer fronts are gracefully bent, adding visual dimension, while
the drawers of each piece are fully lined with cedar, an aromatic flourish.
Richness and depth are conveyed in the finish—Polished Sable.
A dark, cola-like finish with a mottled high sheen that is evocative of
tortoise shell, Polished Sable is complex and visually arresting, lending
yet another dimension to each design. The finishing touch? Sleek, flawless
hardware with a champagne look that adorns without distraction.
Great products, great finishes, great scale, great design—that is the
heart and soul of Transitional and all of The Classic Portfolio. No matter
what room in your home, when you want to build a space based on the
finest in quality and style, there is no better foundation.
Start building your classic décor today.

ELEMENTS OF STYLE
finish / wood characteristics
Transitional is available in a Polished Sable finish. The multi-layered process begins with a cola-hued undertone topped
with a black burnish. Next a stippling effect gives a tortoise shell appearance to each piece. Finally, English paste wax
completes the process for a detailed and intense finish.

MOTTLING

SPATTER

POLISHED SABLE

hardware
The hardware featured on Transitional
works with, but never detracts from, the rich
simplicity of each design. Straightforward
knobs are highlighted with a Champagne
finish for the perfect final touch.
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top: Perfect for hiding away bedside
reading, or any other personal items, the
Telephone Table offers both concealed and
open storage spaces.
bottom: A classic bow front and trim
knobs lend the Drawer Chest a simple
elegance.
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The end result of effortless design?

a restful sanctuary.

13 Drawer Chest, 45 Panel Bed, 81 Telephone Table (details p. 8)
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042-13-11
Media Chest

Polished Sable
(details p. 8)

top: Mornings just got easier with the Media Chest’s
hidden pullout hanger.
bottom: Want to communicate the old-fashioned way?
A pullout writing surface makes putting pen to paper
feel positively decadent.
right: When the modern world is required, a drop front
drawer hides access to interior electrical outlets.
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16 Bachelor’s Chest, 45 Panel Bed, 80 Night Stand (details p. 8)

top: Simple touches, like box mitered insets
on the Panel Bed, lend dimension.
bottom: A peninsula footboard reflects the
clean lines of the overall design.
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042-13 Polished Sable
Select hardwood solids; acacia veneers; simulated wood components

- 05 DRESSER
Nine cedar drawers
65 3/8W 21 5/16D 43H (166 x 54 x 109 cm)

- 16 BACHELOR’S CHEST
Four cedar drawers; touch light underneath
35W 18 1/2D 33 1/2H (89 x 47 x 85 cm)

see page 9

see page 6

- 40 PANEL BED
5/0 QUEEN
Consists of:
- 140 PANEL HEADBOARD 5/0
67 7/8W 3 5/8D 67 7/8H (172 x 9 x 172 cm)
- 252 PANEL FOOTBOARD 5/0
66 3/4W 3D 18H (170 x 8 x 46 cm)
- 352 PAIR PANEL BED RAILS 5/0
Four wood slats; four center feet
18H 82L (46 x 208 cm)
Overall: 67 7/8W 67 7/8H 88 5/8L
(172 x 172 x 225 cm)
- 45 PANEL BED
6/6 KING

- 11 MEDIA CHEST
Six cedar drawers; one pullout work surface;
one drop front drawer; one pullout clothes
hanger on each side panel
48 3/8W 21 5/16D 48 1/2H (123 x 54 x 123 cm)

- 30 LANDSCAPE MIRROR
48W 2 1/8D 34 1/2H (122 x 5 x 88 cm)
see page 9

see back cover, pages 4, 5

Consists of:
- 145 PANEL HEADBOARD 6/6
83 7/8W 3 5/8D 67 7/8H (213 x 9 x 172 cm)
- 253 PANEL FOOTBOARD 6/6
82 3/4W 3D 18H (210 x 8 x 46 cm)
- 353 PAIR PANEL BED RAILS 6/6
Four wood slats; eight center feet
18H 82L (46 x 208 cm)
Overall: 83 7/8W 67 7/8H 88 5/8L
(213 x 172 x 225 cm)

- 80 NIGHT STAND
Three cedar drawers
29W 18 5/16D 30H (74 x 47 x 76 cm)
see page 7

Consists of:
- 145 PANEL HEADBOARD 6/6
83 7/8W 3 5/8D 67 7/8H (213 x 9 x 172 cm)
- 253 PANEL FOOTBOARD 6/6
82 3/4W 3D 18H (210 x 8 x 46 cm)
- 61 PAIR PANEL BED RAILS,
FILLER PANELS 6/0
Four wood slats; eight center feet
18H 86L (46 x 218 cm)
Overall: 83 7/8W 67 7/8H 92 5/8L
(213 x 172 x 235 cm)

- 13 DRAWER CHEST
Seven cedar drawers
43W 21 5/16D 56 1/2H (109 x 54 x 144 cm)

see cover, inside front cover, pages 3, 6, 7

see cover, page 2
- 81 TELEPHONE TABLE
Two cedar drawers; one shelf
22W 18D 34H (56 x 46 x 86 cm)
see pages 2, 3
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- 48 PANEL BED
CALIFORNIA KING

top: All the drawers are solid cedar. In
addition, the top drawer of the Dresser
provides a convenient spot for loose
change or other small items.
bottom: The Landscape Mirror is
sleekly framed with raised molding
for a subtle embellishment.

05 Dresser, 30 Landscape Mirror (details p. 8)
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